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Steps for using Inventory Counting (Tr) application to perform physical count –  

1. Create the count book and identify the storeroom. 

2. Specify a selection criterion for storeroom items – there are 6 options in the lookup to 

choose from –  

 

a. ALL – This option is used to add all of the countable items in the storeroom to 
the Count Book Lines tab. If you select ALL, you do not specify items in the Select 
Items table. 

b. CNTFRQ – This option (count frequency) is used to select all countable items in the 
storeroom whose physical count is due on or before the date in the Count Date field. 
Selection is based on the last physical count date and the count frequency value of 
each item. You specify the count frequency for items in the Inventory (Tr) 
application. 
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c. ICG – This option (inventory count group) is used to select members of the count 
group. You assign an inventory count group to an item in the Inventory (Tr) 
application. Count groups are used to subdivide items in a storeroom into smaller 
groups. You can specify multiple ICGs for inventory counting. 

 

 
 

The count group domain (PLUSTCB_ICG) has been setup with 3 values. These values 
can be setup based upon your requirements. 
Count group – CS (Critical Spares) has been associated to some of the items in the 
inventory. 
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d. ITEM – This option is used to select one or more items. 
e. ROTATING - This option is used to select rotating items (serialized items) only, that 

is, items that have both an asset number and an item number. 
f. TOOLS – This option is used to select only items that are of type tools. 

 

For now we will go with ICG (inventory count group).  

3. For the ‘selection criterion’ that was selected, enter values in the ‘select item’ table. For 

criteria such as ALL, ROTATING and TOOLS, you do not have to enter values in the ‘select 

item’ table. 

 

4. Save the count book. On saving system will fetch the records based on the selection criteria 

and populate the count book lines in the ‘Count Book Lines’ tab. 
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5. Approve the count book record. Once approved, the count book lines become editable to 

perform physical count in the items. 

6. Conduct the physical count, record the results, and save the count book. 

 

7. Reconcile item balances – There is an option in the select action to reconcile the balances 

which will check the reconcile checkbox on the count book lines – this will not reconcile the 

balance in the inventory. This reconcile action marks only those items for reconciliation 

whose physical count doesn’t match the current balance but is under the tolerance limit 

which is specified in the Inventory (Tr) application. 
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Reconcile checkbox can also be checked manually for non-rotating items. For rotating items, 

reconcile checkbox is read only; you must reconcile any counting discrepancies for each 

individual asset by using the Move Asset action in the Assets (Tr) application. 

8. Change the status of the count book to complete– this will reconcile the balances in the 

inventory for all the count book lines that have the reconcile? checkbox checked. 


